Binaural interactions of single neurons in posterior field of cat auditory cortex.
In the auditory cortex of barbiturate-anesthetized cats, the posterior auditory field (area P) was identified by its tonotopic organization, and single neurons in that field were studied quantitatively with regard to their binaural interactions at their respective best frequencies, using calibrated, sealed stimulating systems. Almost 60% of the neurons studied displayed " summative " binaural interactions in that their responses to binaural, equally intense stimulation of the two ears were stronger than were their responses to monaural stimuli of the same intensity. For these neurons, latent periods were shorter for binaural stimuli than for monaural stimuli. Some field P neurons were sensitive to interaural intensity disparities and manifested that sensitivity in one of two forms. Cells that were excited by stimulation of one ear and inhibited by stimulation of the other typically displayed a sigmoidal relation of spike count to intensive disparity, with spike counts being larger when the disparity favored the contralateral ear. Cells that were unresponsive to monaural stimuli but responded securely to binaural stimuli usually displayed a peaked, nonmonotonic relation of spike count to interaural intensity disparity, with maximal responses being elicited by stimuli with zero or near-zero disparity. Some neurons of low best frequency were sensitive to variations in interaural phase delay. In all cases, this sensitivity was manifested as a cyclical relation of spike count to interaural delay, with the period of the cycle being that of the stimulating tone. The fact that the binaural interactions of field P neurons were similar to those of cells in the primary auditory cortex suggests that the previously described heightened spectral-amplitude selectivity of field P neurons has been achieved without cost to their sensitivity to a variety of parameters of binaural stimulation. The particular sensitivity of cortical neurons to variations in interaural disparities associated with midline or near-midline azimuths might constitute a neural mechanism for the behavioral finding that animals and humans show their greatest acuity in sound localization for stimulus locations in or near the midsagittal plane.